1000

Discover a new way of driving
and enjoy your new freedom
with the Orthoquad RZ1000!

DIGITAL DISPLAY

All new Orthoquad RZ1000 establishes a new
bench mark for mid-size scooters. Powered by
the reliable and powerful high performance 950
watt engine and coupled to 2x 75Ah batteries, it
delivers a 15km/h top speed and an impressive
range. The RZ1000 offers a high level of comfort
even on rugged terrain with its full 4 wheel
suspension.
It also has a long list of luxury standard features:
complete LED lighting package for maximum
brightness performance and minimum maintenance, new fully adjustable deluxe high-back
seat with headrest and sliders, lockable front
basket, bottle holder, two rear view mirrors, front
and rear heavy duty bumpers to insure maximum
security, and now with two USB charging ports
for small electronic devices as cell phones.
The new redesigned tiller has a gas sprung
activator providing infinite tilt steering adjustment for ergonomic user positioning. Improved
delta tiller throttle control selection can be
activated by fingers or thumb of both hands. Get
the latest driving assistance technology with the
new easy to read control panel with integrated
digital display.
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The RZ1000 will take you
almost anywhere with style
and safety.

POWERTRAIN
WARRANTY

ALSO AVAILABLE
km/h

APPLE
CANDY

METALLIC
BLUE

Length
Width
Maximum forward speed
Weight capacity
Turning radius
Suspension

ARCTIC
WHITE

56’’
26’’
15 km/h
150kg (330 lbs)
(RZ1000 : 67’’ – RZ1000-T : 50’’)
Front and rear

*Varies with user weight, terrain type, battery charge, battery and tire condition
**AGM or gel cell type required

RZ1000-T
Range per charge
Motor
Wheel size
Battery
Battery charger
Braking system

15
Up to 40km*
950W – 24V DC
(RZ1000: 110/55-8)
(RZ1000-T Front: 265-85mm, Rear: 4.10-3.50-6)
12V-75Ah**
24V 5-amp
Electro-magnetic fully automatic

Up to

40
km

watt

AH

950

75

